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In the week dominated by coverage of
Martin Sheen’s speech on the danger of
middle-of-the-road politics whilst the NHS
is eroded I found myself sporadically
weeping into the pelt of a Golden Retriever
called Archie and plotting to blow up
Parliament. Welcome to arts
administration.

In preparation for Liz Crow’s new sculpture
performance ‘Figures’, I had the grisly-yet-
illuminating task of copy-editing 650
stories of the human cost of austerity, each one to be represented by a clay figure made by Liz.
At the office of CoQuo, the digital agency supporting Figures, I plugged in, caffeinated, and
nearly dislocated my jaw from the number of times it dropped in disbelief.

 As a borderline anarchist, the depths to which the authorities will stoop to do over the public in
the name of budget cuts didn’t come as a total surprise to me, but my ignorance as to the
situations of some people claiming Disability Living Allowance or Personal Independence
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Payments was a bit of a shock. I knew when starting this training that my limited experiences of
personal disability were going to be challenged, something I am grateful for, but the total
outrage I felt at reading the unfair ways in which claimants have been treated was a baptism of
fire into disability politics that has brought me, still smoking, to total belief in the relevance of
Liz’s arts activism. People are dying waiting for their PIP re-assessments, families are being put
under terrible pressure, and press propaganda is turning neighbours against each other. 

The metaphorical clay from which we are all fashioned will, I hope, be transformed into literal
protest in Liz’s hands, and I will be there, along with CoQuo and Dao to support this
performance as it happens. Archie, my respite hound friend, will unfortunately not be in
attendance as he is enjoying a retirement most humans would be lucky to have.

Matthew Fessey of CoQuo made an interesting point about the power of digital media; in that
whilst only a few hundred people were in attendance at Martin Sheen’s speech his message
has now been spread to millions thanks to a couple of smartphone cameras. Whatever our
stories we must document them; the status quo cannot be trusted to record an accurate history.

Make art, share stories, shout loudly.

As I finish writing this post I have just received the great news that Trish and I have been
accepted as Joint Fellows of the CultureHive Digital Marketing Academy; we applied with the
intention of upskilling ourselves in the promotion of disability arts projects to even wider
audiences.

 Watch this space artists, or better yet, fill it!

Please sign up to follow @WeAreFigures on Twitter, where the 650 stories will be shared.

http://academy.culturehive.co.uk/about-2-0/
https://twitter.com/wearefigures
http://oas.theguardian.com/5c/disabilityartsonline.org.uk/oas.html/2088425584/Top/default/empty.gif/54575a545731534f3856774141724955?x
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project as it develops
please click on this link to
go to www.ndaca.org.uk
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